
Subject: Re: SUICIDAL GRENEDIER/FLAMER OF DOOOOOOOM!
Posted by AaeRohn on Sun, 04 Jul 2010 16:17:28 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

O_O

Whoa holy shit! *counts* 12 posts from yesterday? holy crap!

*pops knuckles and begins*

Quote:Quote:15+ tankslol wut

yes, 15+ tanks... even a bunch that were stolen from our team...

Quote:I hate people like you, always killing my fps with your random flamethrower that isn't
actually hitting anything at all.

not hitting anything at all? you dont know me man, I hit EVERYTHING! XP (including the random
buggy mixed in with the tanks)

Quote:This should be in tactics and strategies, but you are god damn late on tactics in Renegade,
also suiciding is not tactic.

Suiciding out of boredom's a tactic?   

Quote:No, this guy actually has a point tho. When your base is being raped, most public players
just hide in buildings or stay near a PT to just keep refilling instead of trying to do real damage to
their attackers even if it means dying many many times (and ruining their KD ratio).....

What K/D ratio? All i got is a death count XP
If you mean a VD/D (vehicle destruction to death) ratio, then that would be about 1/8 or 1/15 XP

Quote:This topic taught me renegade.

Ohohoh... no it hasnt... *evil grin*

Quote:I thought suiciding with a bunch of C4's thrown at you, running at an enemy then
denonating was 

you know... I NEVER see anybody do that...

Quote:wow dude, that's pretty brave
i wouldn't go out there with all of those tanks, it seems unsafe!

it seems unsafe to people when there's a buggy shooting at their medium tank... -.-

Quote:It's kinda refreshing to see posts like this about Rene.
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what? people actually having fun getting blown to bits instead of ranting on endlessly?

I find it more productive to have fun =)

try to find your quote int he bunch =P
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